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Article 149

DISSIMILARITY BETWEEN SPATIAL AND VELOCITY-WEIGHTED

SEDIMENT CONCENTRATIONS

Rv H P. GUY ancl D. B. SIMONS, Fort Collins, Colo.

Abstract.-Theoretical and measured differences between as determined experimentally by use of plastic pellets

spatial and velocity-weiglited concentrations show (1) that the transported by water in a small flume.
spatial concentration is normally tile greater and increases as

the velocity and concentration gradients increase, (2) that THEORETICAL DIFFERENCES
velocity-weighted concentration must be used to compute sedi-

ment discharge, and (3) that spatial concentration'must be used -Differences between the velocity-weighted and spatial
to compute the pressure or specific weight on the bed.

concentrations can be evaluated theoretically by con-

sideration of the four equations that follow.

Sediment-concentration data in natural streams are Equation 1 is the Prandtl-von Karman relation used

used mostly to determine tlie amount of solids, either by .Einstein (1950)

by weight or by volume, moving witli streamflow.
U�036 30.2 ya

Sucli concentration data must be discharge weiglited; :-5.75'log (1)
u. Ks

that is, they must be a mean of velocity-weiglited

concentrations at intiny points in the stream cross where Uy= average point velocity at distance y above

section. Tlie depth-integrating suspended samplers
the streambed;

give a velocity-weiglited concentration when a uniform

vertical transit rate is used at evenly spaced verticals U*=shear velocity, •ODS;

in the cross section. A discharge-weighted concentra- g=acceleration due to gravity;

tion is also obtained by traversing the nappe of flow D=depth of flow;

froni a flume at a uniform transit rate with an inter- S=slope of the energy grade line ;

ception device having a uniform width of slot. s- a corrective parameter; and

Tlie sediment concentration computed from 11 spatial- K,=grain roughness.

collection procedure is defined as the relative quantity For the distribution of sediment concentration with

of seditnent contained in tin immobilized prisni of respect to depth,

water-sediment mixture over a specific area of the
-'Z

channel. The chief distinction between velocity- S__FD-11. a ,

weighted and spatial concentrations is that one is Ca-L y D-a-1 ' (2)

based on sediment and water discharged through a

cross section and tlie otlier on sediment and water in
where 0,=concentration of particles at distarice y above

motion above an lireti of streambed at a particular
the bed,

Cs-concentration of particles having the settlitig
indant. The difference between the two concentratioii

velocity w at distance a from the bed, und
nionsures (velocity-weighted and spatial) has been

z=w/0.40 U*.
understood, to some degree, by a few sedimentologists

for severtil years. A'Iuch confusion still exists, however, The concentration, 0, obtained by velocity-weighted

and tlie quantitative differences between the measures sainples, and the water discharge in the sampled zone,

have seldom been deterniined even approximately. The Q�036are used to compute the sediment discharge per

purposes of tliis article tire (1) to explain the difierences unit of time, 9�036through the sampled zone

between, and some uses of, these concentrations and

(2) to show differences between the two concentrations 11,=Qmc (3)
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Equation 3 is also equivalent in concept to the sediment which are multiplied to obtain a sediment-velocity curve. The
discharge, gs, determined by the relation area under this curve represents the sediment discharge in the

vertical.
•D

qs== Cl•4% (4) Needless to say, the "precise method" was too laborious
Ja for routine investigations of sediment movement in

streams. The velocity-weighting technique,. commonlywhere C, and Uv are defined by equations l and 2. called the depth-integration method, was developed
Figure 149.1 shows the approximate variation of to facilitate sediment-data, collection and analysis.

velocity, sediment concentration, and sediment dis- The technique, as described by the U.S. Inter-Agencycharge with depth. This illustration and the preceding Committee on Water Resources, Report 6 (1952, p. 14)equations show that the mean concentration as weighted is as follows:with velocity is considerably lower than the spatial The discharge of the depth-integrating sampler was predicatedconcentration. The relatively low velocity-weighted on the hypothesis that an integrated sample of the water-
concentration is due to the ihtegration with depth sediment mixture existing at the place and time of sampling
ranging from low concentration and high velocity near would be obtained if the filling rate were such that the velocity
the stream surface to high concentration and low at the point of intake is equal to the local stream velocity while
velocity near the streambed. The spatial concentra- the sampler is moved at a uniform vertical speed in the stream.
tion, on the other hand, is the mean of the concentration The spatial concentration may be used to determine
from top to bottom and thus is considerably greater the actual load (weight per unit area) in transport over
than the velocity-weighted concentration. Under the the streambed. It is also the correct concentration for
rare condition when all the sediment being transported deternlining the specific weight of the water-sediment
is very fine, the concentration may be uniform from complex. The spatial concentration can be obtained in
top to bottom. Under this condition, spatial and streamflow by averaging the concentration of several
velocity-weighted concentrations are equal. equally spaced point samples in the stream cross section.

Fiow > In the laboratory, Bagnold (1955) used a mechanicalWater surface device for isolating a rectangular slug of flow in a flUIIle
1 - (fig. 149.2). A representative sample of spatial con-1I centration is generally difficult to obtain because of the

0• unsteady motion of particles near the bed. Most point
1 samplers do not operate closer than within 0.3 or 0.4
1 2/ '00, foot of the bed. •' The mechanical-isolation device can-

o not distinguish between stationary, and moving particles
• 94 and thus cannot be used on an alluvial bed.
\ /
\/ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS\
24%7.

/ »*enjconc•ntration
Streambed --

Increasing values
FIGURE 149.1.-Relative gradients of velocity, sediment con-eentration, and sediment discharge with depth.

Streamflow data show that neither Uv nor C, are
spatially or temporally consis tent as defined in the
equations; therefore, a sample of sediment or velocity
at a point in a stream vertical or cross section cannot
define the concentration or velocity distribution in
such a vertical or cross section. To overcome this
difficulty, the "precise method" was developed. This
method, as described by the U.S. Inter-Agency Com-
mit tee on Water Resources, Report 1 (1940, p. 63)
involves collection of a relatively large number of point sediment
samples simultaneously with velocity measurements. Sufficient
data are collected to construct accurate vertical velocity and
sediment distribution curves, the corresponding abscissas of

The difference between the velocity-weighted and
spatial concentrations was studied by a series of runs in
an 8-inch-wide recirculating flume. Plastic pellets with
a specific gravity of 1.04 to 1.06 and with a median
diameter of about 3 mIn were used to represent the
sediment grains. Samples were taken with a Inechani-
cal-isolation device after the velocity was sufficient to
insure that all sediment over the bed was in motion,
even though some particles were moving very slowly.
The.variation of sediment concentration and velocity
with depth appeared to approximate that indicated by
equations 1 and 2 and as illustrated in figure 149.1.

Sediment concentration was sampled by both methods
for six different series of runs whereby each series con-
tained a difFerent amount of sediment circulating in the
fluitle. To maintain the same amount of sediment in
circulation, an equivalent volume of sample was re-
turned to the flume for each sample removed. Two of
these series were sampled at three widely different

>
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vdlocities. Velocity-weighted samples were taken by The Sample concentrations compared in figure 149.3
collecting in a nylon-mesh basket all particles dis- illustrate the differences between the two methods of
ch•arged at the tail end of the flume. Sampling periods determining concentration. As expected, the spatial
ranged from 8 to 15 seconds. Spatial-concentration concentration is greater than the velocit y-weighted
sainples were taken by quickly isolating with a sharp- concentration. The limits of the probable error of con-
edged frame having wire mesh ends, the water and centration measurement (90-percent confidence level)
sediment moving in a 1-foot length of the flume. This are shown (fig. 149.3) in the form of a rectangle approxi-
dekice is similar to the sampler illustrated in figure 149.2. mately centered over each concentration mean. These

Water level

rectangles indicate that the variability in the
of sediment, and consequently the measure
is greater for the spatial means than for th
weighted means.

100,000

1 Flow Z0 50,000
M&1- Z

FIGURE 149.2.-Side view of sampling device for determining • 2
the spatial concentration of sediment moving in an open 2 =28hannel (after Bagnold, 1955). 05 20,0000•

0WTl•e flow was stopped immediately after isolating the • •i
sample, and the particles were removed by siphoning E • 10,000
frdIn the known volume of water. 3•

The concentrations in parts per million by weight for 4 z
both methods of sampling are summarized in the accom- § 5000
panying table. This shows the coiicentration mean, the %

Cohcentration of veLocitv-·wet'ghted and spatiat samptes of ptastic
pette£8 from 8-znch »me

Flumelun Meanvelocity(ft/sec)

=6•6

1 1Spatial sample collected • r·-0]3
near headbox of flume

.•«•b o

movement
nent error,
e velocity-

•••

20002000 5000 10,000 20,000 50,000 100,000
SPATIAL CONCENTRATION, IN PARTS PER MILLION

FIGURE 149.3.-Relation of velocity-weighted coispatial concentration. The rectangle centered a
around each concentration shows the limit of p
of measurement at the 90-percent confidence levcorrespond to fliin:ie runs described in table.

The larger the variation of velocity an
concentration with respect to depth (co -

< ·1
near the bed) the greater the difference b
two concentrations. As indicated by the h
ities sampled (runs 4 and 6 ) the two nietl

d
lil
F8

e
1g
11)

icentration to
pproximately
robable errorel. Numbers

sediment
paratively
ly large C
tween the
hest veloc-
ds niay be

i Liinit of probable error of measurement at 90-percent confidence level.2 Spatial samples collected near headbox of fimne. comparable when the sediment is thoroughly suspended.
In fact, the reverse of the normal result wEs found by

standard deviation, and the limit of probable error of comparing spatial concentrations from near the headbox
measurement at the 90-percent confidence level for each with the velocity-weighted concentrations at the tailbox.
run. The sediment concentration ranges from a veloc- The lower Inean concentration of the ·spatial samples
ity-weighted value of 85,000 ppill and a spatial value of ( see table :1Ild fig. 149.3 ) is caused by an inversion
110,600 ppIn on the fluIne bed for run 1 to 11 ve].ocl•'- of the normal concentration gradient due to eelitrifug:il
weighted value of 3,440 ppin and a Spatial value of 5,=�036uforce on the sedinient particles.
ppin on the flume bed for run 6. The error of ineasure-
irient is appreciably less at the tailbox because of the CONCLUSIONS
greater time of sampling; hence, only 3 sainples were
taken at the tailbox for each run, whereas 5 were t:•ken Velocity and sedinient-concentration dist-ibutions in
oil the flunie bed for most runs. a eross section of streainflow can be predicted only

1

...P4

W ir,---lf'/ vfmesh /A

TR•
•1,

\11 11W W

Velocity-weighted coneentra- Spatial concentration on annietion at tailbox (ppm) bed (ppm)
Standard Limit of Standard Limit ofMean deviation probable Mean deviation probableerror 1 error 1

2,09 85,000 1,350 2,290 110,600 6,920 6,8302_._----.. 1.72 63,200 6,950 11,700 92,100 10,300 12,2003....-_.__. 1.66 41,300 1,900 3,220 58,700 7,310 7.0504.._'..____ 1.18 20,900 890 2,610 40,300 4,450 7,5304 1.67 24,800 1,140 2,690 29,400 5,140 4.9204•...... 1.67 24,800 1,140 2,690 21,400 950 1,1614___1______ 2.46 24,400 760 1,280 26,800 2,500 4,2205._--__-__ 1.81 10,800 560 940 13,400 2,760 3,2606-______.- 1.13 3,500 130 220 5,760 890 8506 1.42 3,440 260 440 5,250 970 1,1406.- E--___ .2.87 3,890 105 180 3,870 670 640



within rougli liinits. Tlieoretical and ikietistired differ-

ences between spatial and velocity-weighted concentra-

tions sliow tliat:

1. The dissiinilarity between the two measures of con-

centration widens as the velocity and concentra-

tion gradients increase with respect to depth.

2. Sediment discharge in il stretilit should be computed

from a velocity-weighted concentration obtained

by santpling at several points or verticals in tlie

stream cross section. Routine Illeasureiizents of

velocity-weighted concentration are Jnade with

several kinds of deptli-integrating sailiplers.

3. Spatial concentratioii is needed when either the

actual load or aiiiozint of sedinient exerting pres-

sure on the bed or tim average specific weight of

tlie sedi11ient-water nlixture over the bed is desired.

9

Meastireiixent of spatial coricentration is usutilly

difficult because ilnmobile particles cannot be

distinguislied from moving particles.
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